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Dates For Your DiarJ
Longsight Meetings: Our main

meetings, often with guest speakers, are held at Longsight
Methodist Church, Longsight Lane. Harwood, Bolton, BL2 3HX, on the third Thursday of each
month from 7.30pm until 9pm (except in April, August and December). Entrance is f1, tea, coffee,
water, biscuits, etc provided.

Thursday l7'n November - Dr Carolyn Chew-Graham,

The Head of the Manchester
Research Team will be ioining us so she can chat and mingle with us informally during our preChristmas social with "Bring & Share" buffet supper. Also I will be bringing my cards if anyone
needs to buy a last minute Christmas card or Birthday card and hopefully I'll have some 2012
Calendars as well. Don't forget that all of the profit from the sale of my cards goes to our group.

DON'T FORGET THERE IS NO MEETING IN DECEMBB& OUR NEXT WILL BE:

Thursday

19'n

January - Book Swap.

We thought in these tough times we'd help each other and raise a little money for the group, too.
Bring along books you think others would like and hopefirlly pick up some books you haven't read.
A donation of 50p for each book you choose would be gratefully accepted (may be able to anange
discount for bulk!) We will anange to take any "orphan" books to a local market stall to raise even
more, so please bring books that you think someone will want to read and that are in good
condition.

Radcliffe Socials:

We meet informally on the first Monday of each month, our next will be on

@erat4pm,atTheSparkingClogoRadcliffeMoorRoadoRadcliffe,M26

has plenty of parking, good accessibility, comfortable seating, is relatively quiet and serves
very tempting chips that we just can't resist. For anyone who does fancy a snack, these start at just

3WY. It

f 1.50, with main courses from f3.50. For more information please phone 07919 234256 or email
dave@mesupportgroup.co.uk. Don't worry about getting to the venue and not being able to find
us - just phone 07919 234256 when you get there and we will find you!

Burv Socials: These are continuing on the first Thwsday of every month, the next will be
Thursday l't December, 3pm at The Automatico next to the Met theatre (it is across the street
from Yates, not the Met Caf6 next to Yates), Derby Hallo Market Street, BurT, BLg 0BW.
http://themet.bizllocation/find_the_met.pdf. If you need any more information, please phone Sheila
on 0161 797A026 after l2noon.

Yoga Classes: Are 3:15pm-4:15pm on Tuesdays at the Jubilee Centre, Darley Street (off
Eskrick St), Bolton, BLI 3DX. Designed to cater for the average ME sufferer, classes are &ee and
yoga mats are provided. Please wear loose, comfortable clothing. Contact Olivia on07746 l975lI
or olivia@oliviayoga.co.uk for more information.

Neuro Support Groups: These groups, run by Greater Manchester Neurological Alliance,
provide information, advice and support for people with any type of neurological condition and/or
their carers. Call 0161 7$ 37AI or visit www.gmneuro.org.uk for information about meeting times
and locations.
PLEASE DO NOT WEAR STRONGLY SCENTED TOILETRIES WHEN YOU ATTEND OUR
MEETINGS, AS SOME MEMBERS ARE VE,RY SENSITIVE TO THESE PRODUCTS,

THANKYOU.
Please Note that we have changed the date of our Radcliffe Social in December to
avoid the children's choir that will be taking place on our usual Monday. The new
date is Monday 12th December 20ll at 4pm. We wilt also be having a meal which
you will have to pay for yourself.
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Burv/Bolton ME/CFS Support Group Meeting
Octob er 20ll
Our speaker for the October meeting was Sara Grimshaw nee Kirkman, who is the occupational
therapist with our Bolton and Bury M.E. clinic. Sara, like the rest of the clinic team, is passionate
about trying to help M.E. sufferers.
Sara explained the role of an occupational therapist and said that she assesses the activities of daily
living, to ensure that people get the right aids to help them carry out their activities as comfortably
and safely as possible. She is also able to do assessments in the workplace to help people who are
trying to get back to work. Sara brought along many gadgets to show us and a list of helpful hints.
The evening was both interesting and helpful. Anyone living in Bolton or Bury who needs an
assessment can be referred to the clinic team by their G.P.
Below is the list that Sara went through with us all:
Acrrvrrms or Datr.v LtvrNc Ttps-CoNspRvtNc ENpRcv

Coorwc

.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
r
r
r
o

Organise areas to meet your needs.
Ensure frequent items are accessible.

Position items used together nearby, such as cups near the kettle.
Use a perching stool during preparing and cooking meals.
Store items at an accessible height or in small containers.

Position equipment at elbow height.

jar opener.
Do not carry equipment/items, if possible slide and push on the work surface or use
kitchen trolley. If you do need to carry it use both hands and maintain a good posture.
Use electric/lightweight tools e.g. electric tin opener,

a

Gather all the items you need before you start your task.
Use a wet cloth or anti-slip mat to stabilise items.

If possible use a tabletop oven or grill to avoid bending.
Fill your kettle with a plastic jug and fill to the amount you require. A kettle tipper or travel
kettle may help.

o

Use a chip pan basket when cooking vegetables, these can be lifted out of the pan and the
hot water can cool before emptying.

o
o

Prepare enough food for a second meal or in bulk to freeze for a bad day.

Instead

of three large meals, split meals every couple of hours and small amounts

to

conserve energy re digestion.

HousewoRr

o
o
o
o

Do not try and get everything done at once on a good day, remember to PACE.

Do not stoop over the kitchen sink; raise the height of the basin inside by placing a basin on
top of another up turned basin.
Use long handled brushes and dustpans.

o

Kneel down when making the bed and cleaning the bathroom, avoid stooping. Protect your
knees with a pillow or towel.
When vacuuming work in short stretches, keep it close to your body. Alternate your afln
used, where possible. Use a hand held/light weight vacuum and if finances allow have one
on the ground and one on the first floor.

o

Use a damp cloth for dusting.
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LerwoRv

o

Where possible, kneel down in front of the washer, remembering to protect your knees or
use a perching stool. Avoid bending and over stretching.

o
.

Divide wash loads into smaller loads as when wet the weight increases.
Place washing on a kitchen trolley to transport to drying area. If practical use a perching
stool to hang washing out.
Remove clothes from dryer before completely dry and place on a hanger to minimise
ironing.
Use a perching stool whilst ironing.

o
o

SHopprNc

r
r
o
.
.

Do not try and do it all yourself, get family and friends to help with heavier items.
Ask for shopping to be packed by the till operator.
Consider home delivery service or intemet shopping.

Try and avoid going out to many shops, PACE yourself and plan in your rest periods.
Remember the time spent during a shopping trip includes:

o Planning time
o TraveVdriving time
o Queues
o Meeting people you may know
o Other incidents

o
o
o
o

Petrol

Money from the bank
Packing in the shop and the car
Unpacking at home

PpnsoNar- caRs

r
o
.
r
o

Consider using a long handled sponge to avoid bending.
Use a perching stool when strip washing.
Use bath/shower equipment to avoid dirziness and conserve energy.

Use a towelling bath robe to dry yourself rather than rubbing yourself down.

You can buy hairdryer stands/long handled brushes to assist with hair.
Beo/cuen/rou,nt tneNsreRs
o In the bathroom do not hold on to sinks or radiators they can be pulled off the wall, consider
some equipment to aid sitting and standing.

o
o

Remember nose over toes, bring yourself forward and push up from the piece of furniture.
When getting out of bed tum onto your side, push your feet off the side of the bed and push
up with your anns - let gravity help you.

Equinment Hire: We have a wheelchair and two electric mobility scooters (small
enough to fit in car boot for days out or holidays). If you wish to borrow any of
these, please phone Pam on 01204 793 846.

Ngwsletter Articles: Please aarry on sending us anything you would like to share
with the rest of the group; whether it is a whole page, or just a few lines, it all
counts! It could be recipes, tips, experiences, book reviews, etc. Please send your
contributions to: alex@mesupportgroup.co.uk, or if you are unable to email, post to
Alex Wootton 49 Lepp Crescent, Brandlesholme, B*ry, BL8 1ID(
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Should You Take The Flu Jab? ntmo**r,*'
As winter approaches you might be faced with a decision on whether or not to take the flu jab. Fortunately
advice has been given by Action for M E's Principal Medical Adviser Doctor Alistair Miller.
He immediately refers to Amanda McGough, Specialist Nurse for Tees CFSAvI.E. team, who said, "I would
recommend that anyone with CFS/IVI.E. considering vaccination ensures that they are in the best health
before having it. I advise our patients to ensure that they have a quiet few days after the vaccination as a
small number of patients have had a reaction in previous years. These reactions can be mild and only last for
a few days. It is advisable to stock up on simple analgesia, pre-jab, in case it is needed. I would also
recommend that if anyone has a reaction, it might be worth letting their GP know as data is usually gathered
on reactions and fed back centrally for monitoring."
Having a flu jab could be seen as taking a risk. However whilst no one has died from CFSAvIE, flu kills
thousands of people each year. If you fall into a high risk group (e.g. asthma, pregnancy, chronic chest and
heart disease, etc.) then you should seriously consider taking the jab. It's the same advice if you go out and
about, and are in contact with lots of people. On the other hand, if you're housebound you're far less likely to
get the flu.
It makes sense not to be vaccinated if your CFS/ME originally came from a previous vaccination. Doctor
Miller also points out that any vaccination could result in a patient contracting CFSfi\4E. As CFS/ME could
happen after getting the flu, he also makes a link with a petson's immune system, although evidence and
research are thin on the ground.
The bottom line is that it's your decision, all based on knowing the risks involved. However, if you decide to
be vaccinated then you should do it as soon as possible before the "flu season" starts.

Update on September's Article: Researching
CFS/ME can be Bad for Your Health
Thanks to the ME Association for lefting us reproduce the transcript from Friday 29n luly's The Today Programme
from BBC Radio 4 with Dr Charles Shepherd.
You can find this article in the ME Association's Auhrmn Magazine, ME Essential, lssue No: i19 Russell Fleming a
member of the MEA provided the following Transcript.
Sarah Montague: "Scientists researching chronic fatigue syndrome or ME have received death threats and been subject
to a campaign of intimidation. It's being carried out by campaigners who object to any research that suggest the disease
could be a mental illness. Thirty years after the disease was first recognised, it's still not know what causes it. The
scientists have told us about the abuse because it is stopping people working in their field and affecting the hunt for a
cure. Tom Feilden has been talking to some of those scientists affected."

Dr Esther Crawley: "So we run
and their families a year. . ."

a large service for children with chronic fatigue

slndrome. We

see over 250 children

Tom Feilden: "Consultant Paediatrician Dr Esther Crawley who runs one of the UK's biggest clinics specialising in
chronic fatigue syndrome or ME, at the Centre for Children and Adolescent Health in Bristol..."
EC: "...it is a huge problem. Not only is it very common but for each child the estimates are that they miss about a
year of school. So a very large problem and probably mostly undiagnosed."
TF: "As well

as offering clinical treatments for patients, Dr Crawley's also involved in research into the causes of CFS,
and its socio-economic impact. She's a well respected academic working in a field crying out for further analysis, and
whose results are regularly published in peer-reviewed scientific literature. But it was when Dr Crawley got involved in
a study to assess the efficacy of a particular treatment, an altemative therapy known as the Lightning Process, that the

trouble started:

Actor's Voice: "To those of you who are responsible for preventing us sick ME sufferers getting the help we
wasting 5 million pounds on flawed bullshit, you will pay."

need,

Actor's Voice: "how are you evil bastards going to explain away another concrete piece of evidence that shows clear
abnormalities..."
fVoice continues in background with more voices joining in...f
TF: "Dr Crawley found herself the victim of a vicious email hate campaign, vilified on the internet websites, and the
subject of a series of formal complaints, alleging both personal and professional misconduct. . ."
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Actor's Voice: "...time is running out for all of you so you better start denouncing your flawed inhuman bullshit, and
pray to god for forgiveness."
EC: "It felt to me that what happened was that they were fiing a variety of strategies to get the study stopped and then
as

they were failing, they were increasing the erhm. heat as it were..."

TF: "it's worth mentioning, none of the complaints against Esther Crawley to the University, the Ethics Committees
overseeing her research, or the GMC, have ever been upheld, but also that she's not alone..."

Professor Simon Wessely: "Direct intimidation in the sense of letters, emails, occasional phone-calls and threats, and
but more often indirect intimidation through my employer, the General Medical Council..." fContinues in backgrounfl
Ttr': "At the eye of this storm is King's College London's Professor Simon Wessely, who, over 20 years he has been
involved in the field, has been compared to the Nazi scientist Joseph Mengele and has received a series of death
threats..."
SW; "All of it intended to denigrate and you know try and try and make you into a kind of leper, so that no one would
have anything to do with this 'terrible Person'."

TF: "Given the vitriolic nature of the attack it's hard to discern a rational motive behind them, but it

seems clear to Dr
Wessely that it's the association of Chronic Fatigue Syndrome with mental illness that provokes such anger..."

SW: "I think sadly some of the motivation here comes from people who really do believe that any connection with
psychiatry and the world of psychiatry is tantamount to saying, 'There is nothing wrong with you, go away, you're not
really ill.' Now, that's profoundly misguided. It fails to understand the whole nature of so many disorders, and instead
they fall victim to the label and, and believe that the mere involvement of psychiatry denigrates them and denigrates the
condition..."
Recor ded Br o adc ast Americ an Mus

ic

:

"ABC news now, Good to know...

Dr Donnica Moor: *What we do know is there is a biologic basis for Chronic Fatigue Syndrome..." lContinues in the
backgrounfl

TF: "Sadly, the series of follow-up studies published in the BMJ, the Lancet and the Public Library of Science, failed to
replicate that finding, unleashing another torrent of abuse, this time aimed at virologists like Imperial College's
Professor Mlra McClure... !
Professor Myra McClure: "It really was quite staggeringly shocking, and these were all from patients who seemed to
think that I had some vested interest in not finding this virus, and that I I couldn't understand and still cant to this day,
what the logic of this is. I mean any virologist wants to fins a new virus."

TF: "But it's not an area you're going to be doing any more research in?"

MM: "Absolutely not No."
TF: "And that according to The Welcome Trust's Dr Mark Walport, may be the single most important consequence
this campaign of abuse and intimidation."

of

Dr Mark Walport: "Well it would be a fagedy if the outcome of all of this was that good scientists thought that it was
just too difficult to research this condition. We clearly don't understand exactly what's going on, and if we are going to
find out it needs good scientist's to work on it. But why would any scientist work on it if they know that all they are
going to receive is a torrent ofabuse?"
Dr Charles Shepherd: "Good morning Sarah."
SM: "Can you understand? Can you try to explain to

us the

mindset of the people who are carrying out this abuse?"

CS: "Well, first of all let's be clear Sarah, this sort of personal intimidation thatyou've been describing. Is I believe,
completely unacceptable, and it's also counter-productive because it doesn't stop the type ofresearch that you've been
talking about going on, and it puts good researchers offand I mean there's no doubt about that.
But I think you've got to put this into the context of the fact that we have around about 250.000 people with this illness.
A very tiny, tiny minority of those people are involved in this sort of behaviour, but what people do have a justifiable
complaint about is the fact that there has been very little or almost nil government funding research into the biomedical
aspects of this illness.
And really all this stems from the fact that the way that the medical profession has re-named and re-defined what we
used to know as ME, which is Myalgic Encephalomelitis, which is a symptom complex of muscles symptoms, brain
slmptoms, infective symptoms, to Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, which is a much wider group of clinical presentations and we have a whole spectrum of patients there who have an illness ranging from a psychiafric illness at one end to a
psychiatric cause oftheir chronic fatigue at the other.
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And it's rather like putting everyone who's got a chronic headache - from migraine to brain tumours - under a chronic
headache syndrome and saying they all have the same cause, they all have the same treatment and at the moment we
have the thing called the NICE Guideline recommending only the psychological side of teatm€nts - Graded Exercise,
CBT - for people to whom these treatments in some cases of Graded Exercise Therapy, makes them worse. So that's
the context ofthe anger."

SM: "Are you saying the government's wasting money in the research that's being done at the moment?"

CS: "Well, I think the main complaint about the governments funding to the psychological-based research is that's
where all the govemment pot of money has gone. lt hasn't gone to the biomedical - this has had to be done by the
charities, and most of this money has gone into CBT and Graded Exercise and we spent a vast amount of money a few
years ago, two to three million pounds on something called the PACE trial, and I think there were again justifiable
complaints about that because we felt it wasn't going to tell us anything that we didn't already know, and there are
things that we do want to know about this illness."
SM: "OK, well one of the things that came up in Tom Feilden's report there is that there was a suggestion in the United
Stated some years ago that there was a viral basis for this but it has not been replicated. There isn't a candidate virus
that could be causing this, is there?"

I think you misinterpreted what's going on with the virology of this illness which is quite complex.
What is agreed is that a wide variety of infections can trigger this illness - glandular fever, parvoyirus, hepatitis virus, Q
fever infection - where the debate is whether theses viruses then persist in the body, and there is conflicting evidence

CS: "Erm, well

there.

And, if these viruses do persist, should we then be looking at the use of anti-viral medication, which is one of the things
the Medical Research Council's Experts Group on research priorities wants to look at, or should we all abandon all this?
And those of us who want biomedical research want the answers to theses different aspects of the illness. We want to
know more about the virology, we want to whether virological treatments may be effective."

SM: "But don't scientists want to know that? That's what seems illogical about this... why would someone be working
on something that was ineffective? Why would there be a conspiracy to avoid working on something that might
produce results?"

CS: "Well, I think the point is the anger stems from the fact that this illness encompasses a variety of ologies if you
like. It involves muscle pathology. It involves brain, immunological abnormalities and yes there may be a
psychological input to the illness in some people - but the anger, the frustration is that all this effort, all this government
funding is, or has been, just going to the psychological side."
SM: "You, you had ME didn't you?"
CS: "Um I got involved, like a number of doctors with this illness and really only changed my mind after contracting it
myself following chicken pox which I caught from one of my patients.
But I came out of medical school, and I am afraid that this is where a lot of the prejudice among the medical profession
comes from, back in the early 1970s - being told at the Middlesex Hospital that this was hysterical nonsense, 'Go away
forget about it. Its an illness that doesn't exist.' And that's what I believed before I actually contracted it myself."

SM: "Could,

are they not likely to be connected?"

CS: "Sorry, what, what connected?"

SM: "I'm talking about the sort of the virus and the psychological. I mean there's sort of such an objection to it having
a psychological basis, but one wonders if there isn't a connection."

CS: "Well, as I say I think we are dealing with a spectrum, a wide spectrum of clinical conditions under this Chronic
Fatigue Slmdrome umbrella. We have people that we originally called ME with their muscle, brain, infective-t1pe
symptoms. We have people with chronic fatigue, which doesn't come on following an infection, which seems to appear
for a variety of causes, and we are mixing them all up, and this is the problem.
We need to sub-group all of these different people that come under this umbrella and in actual fact because we do now
have a Medical Research Council Expert Group on this, this is one of the priorities which we have identified - I am a
member of this goup - to look at now from the research point of view so we can actually sub-group people with
different types of fatigue and give them the right type of treatment. But until we find the causes of these different types
of sub-groups and the role of infection and immunological disturbance, muscle abnormalities, etc, within the different
sub-groups, we can't find effective forms of treatment. And this is not what had been happening; this is why people are
frustrated."

SM: "We also I

suppose, you would accept, we have a tragedy that we have scientists leaving the
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field."

CS:

it

-

"I don't want to see scientists leaving this field. I want a debate with

scientists, and it's the way

I feel we should do

it's the way I do it * scientific debate. Criticism is healthy, but it should be conducted through the medical journal.

It should be conducted through constructive criticism.
As I said at the start of this interview, intimidation, personal

abuse and whatever has no role to play whatsoever in this."

SM: "Dr Charles Shepherd, thank you very much."

ME is Just Fatigue. Right? WRONG
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Physical and Functional Impact of Chronic Fatigue

Syndrorne/Myalgic Encephalomyelitis in Childhood
Key findings with educational implications

.
.
.

Only I child out of 25

was able to attend school

12 children were attending school
B

children received home ruition

part-time

full-time

(4%o)

(.48o/o)

(320,6)

in accord with similar findings for adults, indicating that
physical symptorlls can be at least as disabling as rhose of multiple sclerosis
and other chronic condirionr.
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life of children with CFSIME was significantly impaired
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Press Rgport on Tvmes Trust's Visit to Carlisle

Report on
Trust's ,uisit ta Carlisle
Press

:S-\q

Fcrmer Head Teacherlane Colby, Execurive Director of the The
Young ME Sufbrers Trust (lvmes Trust), talked to Carlisle ME/
CFS support group about her recent presentation to the A11 Party
Parliamentary Group on ME.The Trust has helped thousands of
lramfies over the years and in 2010 received the Qreen's Award
for Voluntar.v Service: the MBE for volunteer ggoups.

*

There are inJane's view 3 misperceptions that afiect patient care:
1.That ME is a rnent'al health disorder
2.That trentments recommended by the Nationnl Instinrtc fbr Clinical Eyidence
(NICE), can irhvirvs be erpected to 'cure'or substrurtinlll irnprovc the conditior.t
3.That thc illncss is ncither lons lasting (chronic) or selrere.

Tiagic consequences of such mistaken views include parents unjustlv suspected
ofharming or neglecting their children, the denial ofsuitable education, and
incarceration of children in psr.'chirtric wards when ffeatments fail to work
as expected.

The Trust,Jane explaincd, is a practical charity that addresses such injustices in its
case work, campaigning and research. The Trust has co-funded an exciting str"rdy at

Dundee University which showed that -lME is a physical illness. Reserchers lbund
m abnormal level of inflammatorv chernic',ils in children's blood and an abnormal
rate ofwhite blood cells dving. ProiessorJill Belch said this was consistent
with a reactivating or persistent viral infection. The children's qualit-v of lifc was
significandy worse than chil&en suffering wlth other illnesses (qpe 1 diabetes

mellitis and asthma).
The study also found that only one child out of25 rvas able to atend school
firll time.This con6rms the Tiust's erperience that access to educarion is badly
impaired. Children have a legal right to suitable education. This does not mean
having to attend school - schcols must provide other means ofeducation ifthe
child is too i1l to anend. Virtual education or home tutors ffe suitable alternatives.

' In

the last rwo rcilrs irlone, the Trust

hrrs irssisted

more than 70 fiirnilies

subject to cirild protection invcstigation, *'hosc children hai'e

trIE.

of these irryestigirtions ucte iilind to bc without firunrlrrti,rir. \.r
figures arc kcpt on such c:rscs bv govcnrrr]cnt: iI is rrot ki,rrrrt ilol'nr,rn\-r.nL,rc
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1000/o

there mal be.
Jane also explained that the Trust *'orks with American rirologist DrJohn Chia,
who is abcut to announce a nerv breakthrough. The Tiust has funded tissue

samples from some of its toung members to

lx

analysed fbr enteroviruses and '.rll

were positive. Enteroviruses are reiated to poliomyelitis. They infect the gut and
can p€rsist years after the original inGction. There is a specific protocol that must
be used for the test.
The 1)ust hopes that its work

will help

lead to a dilgnostic test and that curatile

pharmaceutical treatments wil1be developed.In the meantime, Jane sats:'Doctors
need to make sr.xe that a mild case doesnt tum into a severe one t}rough inappropriate

treatment We regularlyworkwith our members' GPs to help and advise.'
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